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islative Battle Begins Today
By Dolores Wood
department.
Governor Jerry Apodaca is
The dispute on energy taxes is
expected to stress a 19-bill package over what to do with them once the
to reorganize the state government government receives them. The
,in his State of the State address at choice is· whe~her to put them into
noon today.
,
the general fund to pay for capital
The address will begin the 1977 outlay projects, or fine! a way to get
session of the New Mexico them back to the taxpayers in the
Legislature. Apodaca's proposal is · forin'of reduction of food taxes or
among those mentioned as the most · a·tax rebate.
.
.
controversial by the local media
The dispute over whether to
and legislators .. Others mentioned · lower the drinking age is one that
as.controversial include: what to do has been going on for a·long time.
with eoergy taxes; whether to lower Student lobbyists are pushi.ng for a
the drinking age; whether to ap- 19-year-old limit. Ope state senator
prove the right-to-work laws and said he already received several~
collective bargaining for ·govern- prop~sals for a 19-year-old
ment employes bills; and whether to .drinking age.
.
The right-to-work controversy
increase the number of state liquor
licenses issued.
involves allowing people who have
Apodaca's
proposal
to skills in areas now ·controlled by
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
reorganize the state government is unions to work in that .area even if
Gov. Jerry Apodaca
to consolidate several government they do not. belong to the union.
f' ·,· .
•
agencies into much larger agencies . Several employes unions have ment employes. The umons were collective bargaining, it will open ·
and place. the larger agencies under been pushing for the approval of defeated in the last vote by the the door for the unions to solicit.
·the control of a higher-level ~ollective bai'gaini'ng for govern- workers. If the legislators approve members.
A proposal to increase the
-·-·-number of state liquor licenses has
also come from Apodaca. He has
asked for 201 more nontransferable liquor
licenses
(meaning the license. could not be
sold by the owner). The change
would mean one liquor license
wouid be issued for every 1200
instead of. the current rate of one·
Tuesday, January 18, 1977
for every 2000.
.,
Another issue to be discussed at.
the Legislature will be a bill
designed to clear the landscape of
discarded bottles and cans.
House Majority Leader David
Salman (D-Mora, Harding and San
Miguel) said he plans to introduce a
bill that would provide for a
minimum five cents deposit on all
'
cans and bottles containing beer or
soft drinks. Additional provisions
Newspapers around the world service station attendant dead.
"He put his arms around his in the bill call for a ban on future
headlined the execution of Gary Ironically, he executed both for family and loved them and wished plastic, non-degradable containers
Gil mort 'Monday. Some con- fear they would later identiJy him them Weli.·Hewas·theonewhowas and aluminum tabs on .cans,, A
. smiling 'and happy/•
. ' · · ""
demned what one report termed the to police.
"grisly circus" during the hours
"He flipped out, he just went . Then he ~alled his b~dridden .
crazy," Nicole said.
mother, Bess1e, at her trader home
before he died.
After conviction for killing the at Milwauke, Ore., for a final _
A Utah State Prison firing squad
·
killed Gary.Gilmore with four shots motel clerk, he wanted to die. goodbye. .
He listened to a country-western
through tlfe chest shortly after Twice he trie4 suicide-once at the
radio station and had the prison.
sunrise today in the United State's same time as Nicole.
At 6:30 Sunday evening, the -staff call and request two of his
first execution in a decade:
"Let's do it," Gilmore told convict gathered up his belongings favorites-"Valley af Tears" and
Graduate students wiJJ vote
Warden Sam Smith after the five- from his maximum security cell for ''Walking in the Footsteps of Your
within
the next few weeks on
man rifle team lined up behind a distribution to his relatives, ·then Mind." They both were played
w'hether
to accept a shortened
gray canvas 25 feet away from the joined a handful of family members while Gilmor~ and his'· guests drank
constitution
that has already been
in a visiting room.
punch, soft dnnks and ate rolls.
chair in which he was strapped.
approved
by
the Regents and the
Stanger said · the murderer · The good feeling lasted unfil
When convicted of first-degree
·Graduate
StudentAssociation
.murder for killing a motel clerk, consoled Vern and Ida Damico, his early morning,, when U.S. District
Council.
Gilmore made a decision that he uncle and aunt, his cousin Toni and Judge Willis Ritter issued a shortThe present constitution is 30
.
.
.
was certain would end all his the ·two lawye'rs-Stanger and lived stay.
pages
and the proposed conRobert,Moody-who
have
been
his
Gilmore
exploded
10
~o.ul
troubles-he chose execution. •
stitution
is about two-and-a-half
only
link
with
the
outside
world
for
mouthed
anger
when
the
decJsJon
He said he was tired of arrests,
pages.
GSA
Chairwoman Margaret
months,
(Co~tinued
on
page
10)
jails and prisons. He said he did not
waut to spend the rest of his life as a
convict without hope, without
privacy, without happiness. He told
the state of Utah he wanted to "die
.
with dignity-like a man.",
Born in McCamey, Tex., he and
his father, Frank, never got along.
Gilmore said himsel( there was no
parental communication. So he
began his long jo.11rney through the
criminal justice system by running
away from home at the age of 14.
Six months later he got his first
taste of a penal institution. He was
sentenced to a reform school in
Oregon for breaking a school
window.
Then
came
arrests
for
drunkeness, auto theft, contributing to the delinquen0y of a
rninor, rape, vagrancy, robbery,
assault, rioting and escape. He was
par9led last April, having spent. 18
.of the previous 21 years behind
bars.
He came to Utah where an uncle
managed to find him a job at his
Provo Shoe Repair Shop. He found
a girlfriend, Nicole Barrett, 19, a
diVorcee with two children.
The relationship With the
divorced mother of two was as
turbulent as his previous life. He
drank and took pills to excess
according to his teen-aged lover.
The new south-end stairwell is the site of some prankster's memorial to the end of
She rebeled, she left him.
Fall Semester 1976.
This touched off his crime spree
that left the motel clerk as well as a

as~. . ,~.:·, .~:.:. ..
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Shot Heard Round the World

G-ilmore Finally Dies

similar bill has already been
adopted in Oregon, Vermont,
South Dakota, Michigan and
Maine.
The group supporting Salman's
bill
is
Citizens
Against
Nonreturnables (CAN). CAN says
that drinks in cans and throw-away
bottles are between 45 and 70 per
ce!lt more expensive than in
returnables. The CAN group plans
to lobby at the Santa Fe sessions.
Albuquerque Mayor Harry
Kinney said the city's goal in the
Legislature will be to acquire a
•'more well-defined home rule."
He said he would like to see the city
have more freedom to tax its
residents rather than to have to go
to the Legislature every time it"
needs money.
County Manager Juan Vigil said
he would like to see the Legislature
get rid of many statutes that are not
clear, and are cum bersom and
outdated. "Bernalillo is an urban
county but the statutes are directed
toward a rural county.'' He said an
example of this was the type of
votjng machines the county is
required to use. He said the ones
Bernalillo County is using are too
clumsy to transport and too difficult to use.
Vigil said he would also like to_.
see the state help the county when
the county is low on funds. Two
ways he suggested the state could
do this would be through interestfree loans or to provide funds once
a month- rather than· the present
procedure of providing funds twice
a year;

I

I

.I

While the legislative session is
going on inside the Capitol, a
-citizens~ group has planned a
demonstration for outside. the
Capitol. The Citizens Against
Nuclear Threats (CANT) is
. planning. the demonstration:
·
'

New Constitution Proposed
_

GSA Rules Vote.

SUB To·Begin New Life...

--

-~~~~~~-

Moses said, "The old constitution
is too hard to work with. It was too
long, too cumbersome. The
shortened constitution· ought to be
much easier to understand and
easier to work with."
One of the major changes in the
constitution is a change in the
quorum law. Under the old. constitution, more than half of tbe
departments must be represented at .
the GSA Council meetings before
any action could be taken. The
proposed constitution reads that as
long as the meeting is publicized,
any number of council members
that are present will constitute a
quorum.
The rules also propose that the
council's chairperson will be elected
by the council. Previously, the
chairperson was chosen in a GSA
general election.
Also, the GSA's president will
now be elected in the spring instead
of the fall.
Three standing committees
would be created under the constitution; the Election Committee,
the Finance Committee and the
Student Research Allocation
Committee.
The Student Research Allocation
Committee would allot money
graduate students requesting travel
money needed to conduct research.
If the new constitution were
passed, Moses said groups not
affiliated with graduate students
:would probably have more difficulty in getting funds from GSA.
Under the new rules, a GSA council
member must propose that a group
be given money. In the past, groups
from outside the GSA would
merely have to show up at a GSA
mee~ing and request funding in
order to receive it.
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SUB Caters .to Cro\Nds;

Offers #Terminal' Look
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Kirbo Runs Carter's Funds

0.,

By Tim Gallagher
Well .maybe it's not a
sidewalk cafe in Paris, but it's
·better than boot camp.
.
·
·.
Architec:s.for Antoine;,:
Predock whQ.Js Ill .charge of the;:
N~w Mexico. Uni.on remodelil)g,
said the proJect Is about 75 per
cent complete. On the first
floor, all that remains to be
remodeled is a lounge area in
the north end of the building.

AMERICUS, Ga. (UPI)-President-elect Jimmy Carter has selec-.
ted his close adviser of many years to be trustee of his financial
holdings. Charles Kirbo will conduct Carter's. financial holdings while
Carter is in the White House. ·
·
Press Secretary Jody Powell late Monday confirmed a report that
Kirbo would be responsible for the president-elect's 2,000 acres of
land and 60 per cent share of the family's peanut warehouse business.

Court Reviews Desegreg~tion .
BARCELONA, Spain (UPI)-A Spanish freighter sliced into a
launch ferrying more than 100 American sailors and marines back to
their ships from shore leave at 2 a.m. Mon3ay: Twenty-three men .
died and others were feared missing.
·
Frogmen
searched Spain's busiest .harbor Monday night' for more'
.
'-bod ~.

Predock designed the
building to give students the
feeling of a city street, and while
"Curb Your Dog" signs are

'

23 Die in Freighter Crash
WASHINGTON (UPI)-T~e Supreme Court agreed Monday to
hear arguments that courts are going too far in forcing desegregation
plans. on cities where officials claim discrimination was limited both
in duration and impact.

j
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Grand Opening Tonight!

FRIARS.PUB
featuring:

The Frank Larabee G;roup
Relax in our Informal Atmosphere
Complimentary Champagne Cocktail
and Other Goodies
6825 Lomas 266-6605
Just West of Lo'uisiana--Just North of the Fairgrounds

ltwH~,t ...

noticeably absent, a vague
resemblance to Central Ave.
can be uncovered.

nized to look like Coronado
Center or a futuristic bus terminal: Soft lighting is annoying
No longer must you sidestep a . in the bookstore and at the canharried student rushing to dy counter.
devour his bird's nest SQUP The
In the South end, a· winding
)Valkway through the caf~teria staircase takes you past the
has been shoved over so it now tomb of the Ghost of Semester
meanders around the tables, in- Past and upstairs to Casa del
stead of through them.
Sol. The elevator plans still lack
an elevator and one wonders
A strange series of glass
"Who got the shaft on the SUB
cubicles has been dropped, aprenovations?''
propriately enough, on the east
end of the cafeteria. No one
seems to know what the glass
rooms are doing there, but.
don't be surprised if Kirk and
p3
Scotty are beamed into them
A pillar of information,
one day.
Outside the cafeteria at the
North end, the information and
ticket booths have been moder-
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SUB help is around the 1
i '
corner.
,
,.
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It's the General Store's
Second Annual

The new candy counter (upper) at the
renovated SUB 'will include gift items, also.
Glass cubicles· (right)
adjoin the east side of
the eating area (right).

'

Students and Staff

'

Books: One month. Return by the date
stamped on the item's date due slip.

Food for thought: the
SUB dining area ha~
been remodeled but the
Jack of elbow room
remains unchanged.

Non-Circulating Periodicals: All those
identified as 1975, 1976 or 1977.

Photos by
Phyllis Kushner

Circulating Periodicals: One· week, as
shown on the due date.

We're Stripping the store of Winter Clothes

\

l

!

!

Get Rid Of It
All Sale!

...---Library Loan Periods--......

Recall: A· book may be recalled for
another patron if you have held it for two
weeks or longer.

I

·I

TheAll New

'

·Do You Need
Cash?

Buy Two, Get
Two Free
or
V3 Off

Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice Weeki

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

I
'j

l

'

i

•
'

i

'

Shirts, Blouses, Dresses,
Sweaters, Fashion· Pants,
Overalls

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Renewals: By phone, mail or in person.
Fine Arts 2901
New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Zimmerman 6245

.Vol. 81
No. 76
Box 20, University P .0., U~M
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102.
277-4202.

Parish 5921 ·
-Please return as stamped on the date due
slip, or fine£ will accrue daily. Fine notices
will be sent only at the end of each semester.
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Proposal Draws Criticism

00
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Opinion
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Ford Proposes $440 Billion Budget for 1978

:I.''.
f
I
(

WASHINGTON
ployment by even 1.5 per cent.
(UP!)-President Ford yesterday
Ford's budget promised a
proposed a $440 billion budget for "substantial improvement" in the
fiscal 1978 and it immediately came employment picture during the next
under heavy fire from democrats in two years, but his actual projec·Congress.
tions were not encouraging. He said
Ford called for a "real" incre11se joblessness would fall to 7.3 per
in defense spending, permanent tax cent in 1977 and 6.6 per cent in
reductions and ~onsolidation pf 1978.
many health and welfare programs
The President's budget aides
to hold down their cost. r
nonetheless cit~d these decreases as
"He's a lame ·duck president," reason to reduce spending for
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill government-created jobs programs.
told reporters. "Nobody pays too They also questioned the efmuch attention to what a lame duck . fectiveness of such programs,
president has to say."
noting that unemployment benefits
Ford's proposed 1978 budget was cost less tl:Ian providing jobs. '
the complete antithesis of the
Carter has promised that his
economic program that President- spending program will bring about
elect Jimmy Carter has prepared to a slightly bigger reduction of
combat the nation's current 7.9 per unemployment in one year than
cent unemployment rate.
Ford's projections would allow
Some 7.6 million Americans were over the next two years.
unemployed at the end of 1976, and
The next administration has
government experts predict some 4 proposed to establish some 725,000
million new jobs must be created in public service jobs in the United
the economy to satisfy the growing States by 1978-more than double
work force and .reduce unem- · the current level. Ford instead

f,

Close 1\llaJor Streets

.I

By Martin Nix

Transit technology is much more developed than just diesel buses.
While transit technology is well developed in Europe, in the U.S. it is at the
same stage solar energy was a· few years ago.
What can be done? There are countless ideas.
We could close major streets like Eubank and Central for transit,only
streets and then run a high speed system on it. We could buy some type of
300-seat trolley bus (we don't have a name for it so we are calling it a
ground-level monorail), since one-driver carriers can transport more
passengers per hour, reducing cost and increasing revenue.
We could have a parcel delivery system, thus eliminating the need to go
to· the grocery store. We could have convenient transfers, where
passengers step directly from one vehicle to another. Presently people
take their lives in their hands when they cross the street.
Since electricity can be produced from any energy sources (including
~
the sun) transit systems must run on electricity. Transit must stick with
reliable technology.
·.
Automated systems have not proven themselves, and often require
more maintenance personnel than if you just had drivers. Subways, steelrail systems and elevated monorails are outrageously expensive.
Also, we must encourage energy conserving land forms, essentially
construction of low-cost housing on Winrock's parking lots.
uunumm1mu mn umm1mmu1nnuinmmunmmmnnmnmnn! L e tt er s m1nmmmnnmum mnmmm m1m•mmunmmnnumu1um
We can find means of fin<lllcing transit. Transit stations increase adjacent land values, which increase property tax revenues several times.
This revenue increase can be used to offset the cost.
Denver recently hired university students at the University of Colorado
Editor:
its significance and positive in- the VC methodology is to imto
do transit studies. We could go to free-fare transit or even to a total pass
To what extent has the fluence, I believe that VC has
pose a moral relativism by un- system. Presentiy the UNM student bus pass is one of the best deals in
Albuquerque Public Schools potentially serious,
even
dermining the existence of ob- town.
{APS) system embraced the dangerous problems and im- jective moral laws and norms ... "
We feel that there is at least a 30 per cent demand for transit, and once
questionable process of Values plications. Unfortunately, in my
transit
starts handling 30 to 50 per cent· of all city trips, economies of scale
To what extent has the APS
Clarification {VCI?
· judgement, the movement is embraced this questionable can be achieved. Many of these ideas are traffic engineering heresies, yet
are common practice in every country in the world!
Advocates of VC claim that it rooted in a confused philosophy process?
Right now, Disneyworld is the country's only transit-only city. Transit
is a process designed to help of absolute relativism, and in an
Tom Glennon has a better idea.
students discover and develop inadequate psychology of intheir own values and a sense of strumental individualism."
personal worth and self esteem.
Professor Alan· L. Lockwood
In December 1975 and 76, Dr. {U. of Wise.) in his critique, A
Sidney Simon, one of the Critical View of Values
By George M. Coston
over the deposits that were ac-. Even when film rental prices
originators of VC, held Clarification, notes that '' ... a
In the Thursday, Nov. 11, counted to the Film Committee and other factors are conworkshops in Albuquerque. Dr. VC program which perhaps un- 1976 issue of the LOBO,
after each film showing, he .sidered, one thing is obSimon states "that values are wittingly is grounded in' ethical Assistant Professor of Theatre
very complex and very personal, relativism must accept the Arts Ira S. Jaffe uttered two would clearly see that so-called vious-foreign films incur
quality foreign films have as greater financial losses than
there are no right values ... "
possibility that its students will flatulent remarks pertaining to
much appeal among students popular movies.
Critics seriously question Dr. embrace ethical relativism as the ASUNM Film Committee as another increase in tuition.
Simon and his VC process. their moral point of view, clearly which require clearing up.
In conclusion, I would say
John S. Stewart, Co-Director of an achievement of dubious
Having recently gone over
For example, that classic of that Prof. Ira S. Jaffe means
the Values
Development merit."
·the Film Committee's account classics, The Killing of a
Education Program {Michigan
Author James Likoudis for the 1976 fall semester, I will Chinese Bookie, produced an well but perhaps he could pay a
State U.l writes, " ... in spite of charges that the "main thrust in show Prof. Jaffe the error of his unwanted loss of approxima'tely little more attention to the objective facts concerning the
ways.
$298 for the Film Committee. ASUNM Film Committee.
To start things rolling, Prof.
Jaffe expressed his concern
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
over how the Film Committee
should not select "mundane
pedestrian repeats of what s
been available . elsewhere in
town." This sounds wise but
these so-called "repeats" have
consistently had more appeal
among students than obscure
and even soporific foreign (and
some domestic) films.
Using gate receipts as one
way to prove this, I can safely
say that a film such as Blazing
Saddles will in all likelihood
continue to attract more
viE:wers than a film like Blind
Husbands which, incidentally,
grossed
$16.95.
Other
"repeats" like Love and Death
definite(y show more patron
BOT
support than such renowned
((/eLL., I AGI?e0
''peopts•:.
NIIA111AP- Ril-L 7JIRO(J6H.
JOAN/e.
BOT1/NT/L
masterpieces as Duet for CanOH,RJCK,
P/3Nfi0 TO 71113
SOME711!~8577a>l
rM[JOJN(j
nibals, Olympia Part II and
71/AT:SSO
Jal3 AT 711FCW$,4LOM5..
(/5/
!JISAFFO!NTThe Earrings of Madame De.
0JR 1<!4SH?
\ ,.-- ......
IN6•. I
I
Next we come to thi;; film lecturer's remark about there not
being any evidence to substantiate the claim that lesserknown European films account
for more financial losses than
the more popular American
movies. Prof. Jaffe is dead
wrong.
If this gentleman were to look

o.o OL£
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WASHINGTON(UPI)-Theodore Sorensen defended his integrity Monday, but then asked
"with deep regret" that his
nomination as CIA Director be
withdrawn. The Senate contin\led
confirmation hearings on three
other Carter nominees.

Gate Receipts Show Film Popularity
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Unsigned editOrials represent -a
mn]orlty Opinion of t~ Dsiiy LOBO
Ststf. An' other columns, tattoons
alld letters represent the opin:oo of
the authot ~m:J do net necessarily
refle-ct the '\oie\W ot the staff.
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Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

proposed to. slash the number to
170,000.
Ford dso would spend no more
than about $4 billion on public
service employment in fiscal 1978,
including $1 billion for the phasing
out a temporary program that now

President-elect Jimmy Carter
realized the nomination of
Theodore Sorensen as CIA Director
was causing a· "very divisive
confrontation" and agreed with his
decision to withdraw, a spokesman
said later.
Press Secretary Jody Powell said
Sorensen decided on his own to
withdraw his name from Senate
consideration for the Central
Intelligence Agency post, and
Carter "Did not attempt to
dissuade him from it. They both
reached the same conclusion."

•

Carter realized Sorensen faced
probably defeat for the nomination
in the Senate Intelligence Committee, Powell said, talking to
reporters about the Carter's first
setback before even taking office.
"The eventual outcome of the
situation did become more and
more apparent over the weekend,"
he said.
"The governor does not feel

Summer
Program.

Youth

Employment

The Carter Administration
meanwhile is planning to double
spending for youth training by
I 978, providing an estimated I
billion openings.

§'

r::
The brightest employment- .:J
related n~ws in Ford's proposed _
budget was an estimated decline in 00
government expenditures for ::0
unemployment benefits. Ford also j
recommended against any extension in federal supplemental
benefits, which will expire next
Mar. 31 without new legislation.

Eyeglasses &
. Contact Lenses
Quality at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
• fNext door to Cost1y ReJinl Drug/

Lomas o1 Washington 255-8329

.!

Look What's New at the

SUB

rejected,"· said Powell. But he
acknowledg,ed "certainly the
obvious prospects .... were not
good" for the nomination.

Before his announcement,
Delicatessen (on campus Quality)
Sorensen issued a point-by-point
rebuttal of allegations critics had
Sweet Shop (Scrumptious Ice Cream and Deserts)
made against him in recent days.
Pronto's (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner ... and Fast)
"It is ... with deep regret that I'm
"It would have been a very
Cafeteria (Lunch)
emotional and very divisive con- asking Governor Carter to withdraw my designation as Director of
and of c.ourse:
frontation,' •· he said.
..,
Central
·Intelligence," Sorensen
It was one of the few times that a
Casa
Del
Sol
...
President or President-elect has told the panel. "My regret ·stems
(still the best Mexican Food in town)
failed in obtaining Senate con- not from my failure to get this post
my
concern
for
the
future
but
from
firmation of a key nominee. Powell
"
said he did not anticipate Carter of out
,...............................................,•.•.,............;.•.,...................
~...~••~. ·~··:t.:•~:,;••:!:••.:!.:••~··:t;flo~f·~··~··~f·~··~··:!:••~··~··:!.:"!'
would nominate a new director •'~!::!---:=: ,:...................................
= : : ; : - - - - - ,~----~-_ ... _,................
- - - ,~~t:"'=
-·
'•F."'~"·~·•:"i:tt:"i:tt:;:,,:;:,,:;:.,:;:,,:;:,,.•.• ,.•.••.•.•
••.• ,.•.••.•.• ,.•_.,_.........,.•
_.,_•.••.•.••.•.••.•.•
before inauguration day.
...
~~
Sorensen, criticized as a pacifist ~~~
~~
~~
and for allegedly making use of ~n~
:,:
secret material to write a book, said ~~
•'I•
•~~•
he telephoned President-elect
The Cultural Program Committee
Jimmy Carter in Plains, Ga., to tell
...
him of his decision.
~n~
The U mvers1ty
·
· ofN ew M exiCo
.
::
~~~~
"I spoke to Governor Carter in a ~~~~
(telephone) booth downstairs as I
entered the building," Sorensen 'II~
J
:.ne:
told reporters after he had announced his decision to the Senate
·~,~
~
Intelligence Committee.
~ ~
~ ~
I
Sorensen said he had been in ~,~
~.
contact with Carter over the ~,~
~
t~
~,~
weekend discussing possible ~,·
h~
outcomes of the committee vote on ~···
:~IIi:
his confirmation but it was not until ••
~
~~
9:58 a.m. EST Monday that he
reached his decision and called
Carter.
~ ~
~u~
Ron Temme & Tudi Wiggins - "Love of Life"
~~
Asked if Carter tried to dissuade En3
him, Sorensen answered, "as of ~~~~
Patricia Conwell & Tony Craig- "Edge of Night,
~~~~.
this morning, he didnot."
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The Creation
of America s
Most Memorable
Love Story
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Read it all in the
only official book
about the most exciting and extravagant monster mov·
ie of the year ...
INCLUDES OVER
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50 PHOTOS.

Be sure to see
Dino De Laurentlis' KING KONG,
a Paramount Release, at a theater
near you.

~~
E113
:-o:
11

~1 1~

. Julia Barr- "All My Children"
Bernard 'Barrow- "Ryan's Hope"
in

Alan Ayckboum~s
Hilarious C.omedy
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Absurd Person Singular H
Thursd ay, January 27-8:1 5 P. M .
Tickets $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
ASUNM & GSA Students- 1/2 Price
· years.' ' Clive Barnes N
"The best comedy Britain has sent in
. Y.Times
"A Funhouse of Absurdity~' Jack Kroli-Newsweek
"Staggeringly Funny'' Kalern-Time Magazine

W
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~~~~
~ ~
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·
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~.::

Tickets Available at Popejoy Hall and
all other Ticket Master Outlets.
This show is on your subscriptions.
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Six Stars Of Daytime Television
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Photo Edito~
Wendell T. Hunt
Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

President Gerald Ford

employs 260,000 persons. Cai'ter
instead wo'uld spend about $6
billion on public service jobs.
Carter also has promised tentatively to continue two job-related
programs that would be eliminated
under Ford's budget-a $2 billion
public works program and a $1,2
billion program of countercyclical
aid to maintain state and local
government jobs.
Ford's proposed budget would
eliminate $23 million in spending
for othe~ projects in fiscal 1978 to
offset some of the money that will
be left over from the new public
works bill. But a similar amount
would be invested in employment
and training funds to aide migrants,
seasonal farmworkers and Indians.
The present administration
proposed a $6.8 million increase to
maintain the Job Corps Program at
its currel)t level, but predicted that
economic improvements would
allow a $70 million cut in
for the

Sorensen Withdraws Nomination,
CIA Director Post Remains Unfilled

Has the APS Clarified Its Values?
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Ivan Cook'.s Stat Trek, Comic
and Science Fiction Film Convention will be at the Albuquerque
Convention Center January 21, 22,
23.
Star Trek fans will be' able to
meet George Takei (Mr. Sulu) in
person, and he will speak Saturday
on his role in Star Trek. Dorothy

Fontana (Star Trek script writer will be able to see top-notch science
and consultant) will be at the fiction films such as 2001: A Space
convention all three days. Other Odyssey, the original King Kong,
convention guests are science . War Of The Worlds, The Day The
fiction writers A. E .. Van Vogt, Earth Stood Still, and many others.
Jack Williamson, and Fred Star Trek fans will be able to watch
Saberhagen. Comic artist Frank twenty episodes and the Star Trek
Brunner will also be there.
Blooper Reels. A constume contest
Those attending the convention and !Itt show will be held; prizes
will be awarded.
··························~················
•
•
Many rare comic books such as
Superman No. 1, Batman No. 1,
and Spiderman No. 1 will be for
••
••
sale, as well as Star Trek and
science fiction souvenirs.
••
•
The convention will be open to
••
Enclcu•p•Ym•nl II! lull with order, or nmi120% with order, bat•nce C.O.D.
0
the public Friday, January 21, at
:
PLEASE CHECK BOX FOR ITEM ORDERED
:
4;00 PM. A full three day mem••
•0
i\DD 33.00 FOR lli\NDLING i\ND SHIPPING
bership will cost $10.00 ($9.00 at
••
••
the UNM Box Office with student
••
••
Fast Dtllvery Guorontood
!D). Memberships may also be
0
with c..,tlfi.d check only
•
purchased from members of Alpha
0
1"exas
PCI. rtl'lide~h odd 6% 1Uie1 ta•
••
:
f>"r1onal <he.:k~ ,..;U d.lo~ ordltr1
Centura.
•••
George Takei' (Mr. Sulu)' was
lnsttuments

: UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS :

:. CALCULATORS, STEREOS :
•

elect(CJ(1ic

cak:uk:tors

,.---~---.
HEWLETTSPI•CKARD

MODEL
WAS

~

HP·21
HP·22
HP'25
HP·25C
HF"·27
HP-67
HP·97

SALE

SR-52 • ., .. ,$300
PC-100 .... $295
SR~56.,"'; ... $180
SR-5 1 II .... $ 80

$186.95
$149.95
$ 84.95
$ 52.95

SR-40 ...... $ 50
TI-5050M .. $130
l1·5040 .... $150

$ 33.97
$ 92.95

WAS
5100
•165
1145
5200
5200
1450
1750

SALE
$ 69.95

•109.95
~126,95

Sl75,95
5153,95
1389,95
1649,95

$109.95

Above prices Include A/C AdaptarfCharg•r, Carrying Case,
and full one year factory warranty.
·

STEREO
•..
•• RECEIVERS
•

•
:®PIONEER.
••
REG SALE
: SX·1250 ...... , .. .. •
0 SX-1050 ............
0 SX·950 .. .. • .. .. .. ..
0 SX·850 .. .. • .. .. .. ..
o SX·750 .............
• SX·650 • • .. .. .. .. .. •
: SX·SSO ............ ,
SX·450 .............
0

••

••
••
••

RECEIVERS

$900
S700
S600
S500
5400
S300
S2SO
S200

$584
$469
S402
$347
S279
S213
S178
S149

SEND

FOR
FREE

CATALOGUE
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990

•

(Add 3% for Credit Cl!rd Orders)

Add4%for Handlln~andShlppln;

STEREO WAREHOUSE

•
•••
•

•
•••
•••
••
••

••
••

••
•
•••
•••
•••
••

••
0

:
o

•
•••
•

•

••
•••
•

•••
•

307 W. BEAVER AVE., STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16&01
•
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

How to create the best
•
•
ImpreSSIOn
You are judged by your appearance. And the same applies
to your typing. That's why more and more Adler J-5 portable typewriters are being sold. The J-5 creates a crisp,
clear impression- of you and your typing. Precision built,
the J-5 is the world's easiest writing
portable. Incorporating the most
wanted features, it completes ev,ery
job quickly, easily and accurately
because it has the touch, action,
speed and keyboard of an office
typewriter. There are a wide
·
variety of distinctive
type styles to
suit every
requirement.

$169. 00

born in Los Angeles and says he
was a ham from that moment on.
He was discovered by a Warner
Brothers talent scout while in a play
at UCLA. After Star Trek he was in
Hawaii-Five-0 and Year Of The
Dragon series. Star Trek was great
fun for George, and he says on
looking back it was a privilege
pi.oneeting a new kind of TV show.

Tom Waits ~ad just finis~ed his song titled "Pasties and a G-String" in
Cleveland, Ohro when a stnpper walked up b~hind him and removed her
dress. Sh~ wore only pasties and a G-string.
Unknown to Waits, the stripper had been hired by a local record compan_Y representative, The latest issue of Rolling Stone Magazine reports
W~1ts appeared stunned for a moment and then tangoed with the woman
wh1le the band play!=d "Hernando's Hideaway."
.
·
As the stripper left the stage, Waits said: "Thank you thank you I
'
'
haven 't seen my mot her .m years."
Di~~ Clark. has assembled a· supergroup for his 25th anniversary
televJSJon specral. -The supergroup could qualify for the Guinness Book of
World Recor?s. Th_e'line-up includes the likes of Gregg Allman, Chuck
Berry, the Pomter Sisters, Johnny Rivers and Doc Severinsen.
Severinseri describes the group as probably the most unusual band he's
ever played in. He told Rolling Stone that people always ask him when the
big bands are coming back. He says nobody has the answers, but when
they do, he hopes they're like this band. Severinsen also said he wanted to
say hello to Gregg Allman, but was afraid.
-~bile on tour in Australia, the Bay City Rollers were warned by the
Mmrster of Health of New South Wales to curtail their stage act or be
forever banned. In one Australian city, the fans threatened to destroy the
airport if the group were hidden from them.
The Australian press hired girls to sneak into the Rollers' rooms and
take compromising photographs. Rollers manager Tam Paton told'
Rolling_Stone the band went to entertain the Australian teenagers, not the
Austrahan press. Nevertheless, he said the Rollers shall return to
Australia.
·
The Rolling Stones are PUtting final touches on their double live album
to be released in late February or early March. The album was recorded on
their last European tour and should include cuts from their previous Black
and Blue LP, as well as their earlier classics.
In the latest issue of Rolling Stone, Sex Pistol Johnny Rotten comments
on the divided attitude towards the punk rock movement. Rotten says the
old are afraid and don't want the change. He says: "It makes them
irrelevant to what's going on now."

6:30-Channel 5: State of the
State Address.
7:00-Channell3: Who's
Who. (Interviews with VP
Rockefeller, Pierre Salinger,
and a man who's sorry he volunteered to serve on a Utah firing
squad),

Dorothy Fontana, script writer
8:00-Channel 5: National
of Star Trek, wrote many episodes,
Geographic
Special, "Voyage of
such as Tomorrow Is Yesterday,
the
Hokulea"
(Re-enacting the
Friday's Child, The Enterprise
ancient
Polynesian
voyage from
Incident, and Journey to Babel. She
Hawaii to Tahiti in a doubleco-authored Charlie X, Catspaw,
hulled canoe).
By Any Other Name, The Ultimate
Computer, That Which Survives,
12:00-Channel 4: Tomorrow
and This Side Of Paradise. To sum
(Rex
Reed lists his choices for
up, Ms. Fontana has had a lot to do •
the ten best and worst films of
with the making and success of Star
1976).
Trek.

He,y,y_y, It's
Do Fonz!
The Heyettei;/ Fonzie, Fonzie, He's
Our Man/ London Records
By Dan Herrera
Heyyyyy, if Henry Winkler
doesn't like the image that the
television industry has given him,
he sure has not done much to
prevent it from·growing.
.
The nurds of America have been
run over with Fon.zie dolls (with
moveable thumbs), !-shirts,
posters, notebooks, jackets, and,
lastly, a Fonzie album by a group
with a predictable name like the
Heyettes.
The songs in the album are
reminiscent of the Beatlettes who
tried to cash in on the Beatie fame
with "We Love You Beatles," and
"Yes You Can Hold My Hand."
If your memory is good,
you can remember that the
Beatlettes sounded like a bunch of
lovesick high school cheerleaders
yelling in a gymnasium. The songs
were written to be sung in that style.
The same thing applies to the
Fonzie songs.
Almost all of the songs in the
album carry the theme of wanting a
date with the Fonz or getting a date
with the Fonz. Some of the titles are
"Fonzie, Fonzie Won't You Please
Be Mine," "The Fonz Song," "Do
the Fonz," "Sit On It," and
"FonzieforPresident."
The Heyettes show that they have
the ability to sing on one song,
"Red Hot Honey," which has
nothing to do with Fonzie or the
'50's. It's too bad that they waste
their voices on the rest of the
album.

Wings Soars
"Spirits of Ancient Egypt,'' "Time
to Hide,'' "Richard Cory,'' and
"Go Now." Jerry McCulloch leads
"Medicine Jar;" all the rest are
written and sung by McCartney.
The 28 cuts are from the 34
performances Wings held in the
U.S. in 1976. The Tour-which was
such an elaborate production it
would not have fit in the UNM
Arena, though not necessarily to
say Albuquerque was even considered-had a total estimated
audience of 600,000 persons.

11593
Review by Lynda Sparber
I suggest that the first stop after
going to the bimk to cash your
financial aid check should be a
record store to buy this album.
It is truely difficult to review an
album that has already received so
much coverage by the media. The
only thing to say is it's the next best
thing to being at the concert.
The. three-record collection
includes the best of McCartney
since leaving the Beatles, and some
Included with the album is a ~
of the best while with the double-sided poster of concert
Beatles ... "Lady Madonna," "The scenes. The worst thing about the
Long and Winding Road," "I've album is trying to decide which side
Just Seen a Face," "Blackbird,'!
to play first. Start at the beginning.
and "Yesterday."
· And don't try to study with it on, at
Former Moody Blues-man least not at first. [t is distractingly
Denny Laine does lead vocals on
excellent.
~................................................................................................................................................
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Discount To Students
And Faculty
Come in Today lor a Demonstration- Easy terms arranged.

Duke City Typewriter Co.
1325 San Mateo Blvd., N .E.
265-8347
Rated best by a leading consumer magazine.
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Eyeglasses & . .
Contact Lenses

Quality at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co .
INmt.f dOor to C;,Sey Rmt.a/ Drug}

lomo& at Washington 255-6329
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GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN
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I Were you closed out of classes you wanted? ·Do I
I you wish you could be in a small class? Why not I
~ come by the Honors Center during Drop-Add and I
I see what we have to offer you?
· .
~
~ T~ere ar~ plac~s available in several of our course I
~ offenngs, 1ncludu1g Freshman Honors seminars, I
I ~reshman and Sophomore General Studies seminars ~
~ (all 3-credit hour courses), and Undergraduate I
~ Seminars (1-credit hour U.S. P. courses). Descriptions I
I and book lists are available at the Honors Center, ~
1~ Humanities
Building, west wing, ground floor--or I
call ext. 2201 for information.
I

z
":;:

April 30, and J.J. Cale and Ry
Cooder for February.

As well as hosting name groups,
PEC hopes to sponsor some lesser
well-known performers in the SUB
ballroom. They are also hoping to
turn the rathskellar section of the
new SUB into a coffee house
showcase of local talent.
One of the problems in getting
the really big groups to play here is
the lack of facilities. Moore said
one of the officials with the Eagles
entourage told him the Wings stage
would not have fit in the Arena and
the ceiling could not support the
Wings light and sound system.
Deep Purple is supposed to have
given similar complaints as their
Definite dates have been set for reason for cancelling .
two concerts. Electric Light
Orchestra will appear Jan. 23 rd at
It is also rumored that the
Johnson Gym and Emmylou Harris manager of the Rolling Stones or
will perform in Popejoy Feb. 15 .
some official with them, said
Moore said it will be a "sure bet" "never again Albuquerque" after.
that Leo Kottke will be around in the Stones' 1972 appearance here.
April and there's a rumor cir- Indeed, Moore said the Stone's
culating that Fleetwood Mac will present blooming lotus stage would
play in the city in a· promo tour for never fit in the Arena.
their yet-to-be-released album.
Fortunately,
cultural
enStarship Enterprises, a local tertainment groups have found a
promoter, has approached PEC suitable niche in Rodey Theater.
with date proposals for three Their season began with a benefit
concerts: Hoyt Axton for April, performance by and for the cast of
Bachman Turner Overdrive for "Taming of the Shrew."

Melanie/ Photograph/A !/antic SD- the other cuts are not nearly so Song Ma."
18190
whimsical and light. She takes her
In "Save Me" she states: "Hey
Review by Lynda Sparber
voice and talents to the soul of you in the distance, you smiled
Ever since "Candles in the blues, plaintive longing, lonely from my past. Here's a song for
Rain," Melanie has remained a nostalgia, desperate ,emotion-all you and all I'm left to do is feel
seed of hope and determination in the moods and tones Of "Candles in when I sing it ... and I feel all the
the children of the Sixties . the Rain," "Lay Down,'' and time."
Done to My .
Photograph may be the means by "Look What They've.._...,
which that seed is germinated .
Seldom· comes the · album that
flows so smoothly and is worth
every inch of vinyl devoted to it.
Melanie's boundless talents as a
writer and a singer add depth and
dimension to every cut on the
album.
Even her renditions of the only
two pieces not created by her
challenge the originals, a difficult
tasl<: with the near-perfect hit "The
Letter."
She utilizes the refrain to
"Music! Music! Music!" in her
"Nickel Song"-one of the only
cuts which seems to have gotten
even miniscule air play. ("They're
only putting in ·a nickel and they certs.
A list of what's available for review should be posted in the LOBO ofwant a dollar song.'')
While "Nickel Song" is fice early next week. Contact Lynda Sparber at the LOBO for more inreminescent of "Brand New Key," formation.

1Undergraduate Students~--- I

special student
P.rice.

Live, large-scale entertainment
events for Albuquerque have
already begun to darken the
calendar for the spring semester.
Kicking off the concert series was
the Tingley Coliseum appearance of
Kiss and Uriah Heep Tuesday, Jan.
II.
Wyatt Moore, chairman of the
Popular Entertainment Committee
(PEC), said some of the very
remote possibilities for concerts this
seffson include appearances by Bad
Company, Boston, or Chick Corea.
(Later into the semester, LOBO
Arts and Media will delve into the
highly speculative and "if-y"
nature of scheduling concerts by
PEC.)

"Photograph" Sa_ys It
Paul McCartney and Wings/Wings
Over America/Capitol SWCO-

"""...,"""'

ELO and Emm,ylou Are For Sure:
·Other Live Concert Gigs Pending
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Free Ground School
Each Thursday at 7:30p.m.

l• Introductory Lesson $30· 00

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

99(:

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS. AT YALE

ires Jan. 31,1977

Lesson includes use of glider, minimumoffivejlights,
transportation to and from flight area, ground
school, flight simulat(>r, films, personal instruction. ,

• Advanced Instruction
• Hang Glider Sales
• Hang Glider Repairs

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT VALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

You can safely make your first short flight on the first day.
Five sessions will make you a competent flyer.

All instructors are U.S.H. G.A. certified
1...

Get Hy Hang Gliding
Flight School

i

!
9317 Euclid N;E. i
,l299~2679
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Colorado State Defeats Lobo Wrestlers
~~.p.!:?bq~o.,!~.~!,J3eating i'n Upper Weights

,.
,,·····./
t'

Lobos Seek Tenth Straight Over Eastern

25% Off

UNM Continuing Educatio
Community College
Springl977
Non-Credit Course Schedule
Adobe Design and Construction
Automobile Maintenance
Ballroom Dancing I, Il
Basic Handlnol Carpentry

Bic}'cle Repolr
BirdsorNcw Mexico
Bobbin Lace and Macrame
Body Movement
Bullfighting
Calli~raphy

Cancer!
Ceramics 1,11
Certliicd Prof. Secretary Review II
Changing Roles: 1977
Chess Basics
Chinese Brush Painting
Communications Experiences
Contemporary Basketry
Cooking With Natural Foods
Cross-Country Skiing
Data Processing: An Introduction
D.H. Lawrence in New Mexico
Drawing For Beginners
Dynamics of Bus/Prof Speaking
Embroidery: A New Approach
E;,.ploralions in Childhood
Exploring the Universe
Folk Culture of Nortlu~rn N.M.
Freehand Drnwlng
French II
Gardening for Spring and Sum mer
German II
Golf, Beginning
Covt. Contract Administration I, II
Growing Gourds For Fun and Profit
Historic Archeology: Field Scs.~ion
HistoryofN.M. andS.W. (182I-19i7)
Homemade Breads
Home Maintenance Basics
Icc Skating
Individual Income Tax Rcturm
Indoor' Plants
Investing (n Modern Securities M:kt.
Invitation to Philosophy
Jewelry Making
L1mdscapc Painting
Legfslatorl>, Lobbyists and Laws
MiddbEastcm Coi~inc
Mld(llc·En5tcro Dttnclng

Modern I lance
New Games Work!ihop
Non-Loom Wea,·ing
Oil Techniques
Oriental Cooking
Oriental Landscape Drawing
Parent E£fC{ltlvcncss Training
Patchwork and Quilting J,ll

Free Community College Bulletin
available now at 805 Yale, NE
Classes start the weeks of January 24 and 31
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Lobo Gary Hines takes down, Ram Bill Callaway on the way to a 14-2 victory.

~obo

Skiers Take to the Slopes

second and fifth respectively. In the
By Peter Madrid
After a late snowfall, the UNM women's slalom race, Stone was
ski team finally hit the slopes, and third and Herrington was sixth.
The final scores for the alpine
under the guidanc~ of Coach
team
were' 62 points for the men
George Brooks and Coach Klaus
putting them in first place, and 83
Weber, they have done quite well.
The only race the Lobo schuss- points for the women putting them
boomers have competed in was last in second place behind the first
weekend at Lake Eldora, Colo., in
a Colorado State sponsored Central
: . '. . ·, Daily
Intercollegiate Skiing League
(CISL) race.
In the men's giant slalom race,
Lobo skiers Mike Higgins and
Duke Flynn placed f!rst and third
respectively. In CISL races, the first
three skiers score in team com. . ..
·: .
petition.
The women giant slalom skiers
who competed in the CSU spon- place University of Colorado with
sored race were Cindy Stone fifth, 87. In the combined team totals,
Diance Herrington sixth, Stephany UNM is well ahead of its next
Lemay seventh, and Cathy Robran competitor.
Brooks said, "Individually, the
twelfth.
After the giant slalom com- kids skied very well. As a team, we
petition, the team scoring ,went as did fair. Our fourth seeded man
follows. The men scored 32 league placed second and our fifth seeded
points and 35 race points putting man placed fifth. The first three
them in second-place after that men fell down and we should have
event. The women scored 45 league cleaned up if they would have done
points putting them in first-place well."
and 54 race points putting them in
The women's cross-country team
second plac~.
,won a relay race at Lake Eldora
In the slalom event, UNM skiers with the one-two-three punch of
Bill Nara an~ Rorl Mahoney placed Jacki Skaro, Kim Skaro and Joann

Erickson. The men Nordic skiers,
who had to compete against the
Nordic skiers of the northern
schools, did not do as well as the
women.
"This year we have seven men
capable of winning a race, not just

t~qo .· '. · : --·~-<>
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Open A New
World For
Yourself

Peace Co(ps
Vista
See How Far
Your Skills &
Degree Will
Take You·
Across The
U.S. Or
Around The
World.
On Campus
Feb 1,2,3
Information Booth
tudent Union

Interviewing
Seniors/Grads
In The Placement
Office:
Mesa Vista Hall
Sign Up Now!
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scoring," Brooks said. "With a
little harder training and working
on little mistakes, we should be
super."
For those who would rather
participate than observe the ski
team, Coach Brooks is instructing
ski classes. All sections are open
and Brooks is encouraging those
interested to join. The numbers of
the courses are PE 186 for
beginners, 187 for intermediates,
and 189 is a cross-country class.

HONDA
CIVIC®
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Ellenberger is not sure who will
start the game for the Lobos. He
said the Lobos are going out to win
the game. Ellenberger said, "We
need to get our break going again."

By Carol Pavletich
Coach Rick Klatt's Lobo
swimmers did some of their training
in sunny Hawai'l over the Christmas
break.
The men's and women's teams
competed in an AAU meet while in
Photo· by Phyllis Kushner
Hawaii, as well as training for the
Dan Davis goes up for a sweeping layup against Arizona upcoming season. Klatt said the
teams "got a lot done, and even got
State last Saturday.
in some rough water swims,"
during their 17 day stay.
Klatt was pleased with the overall ,
performance of his swimmers in
Hawaii and said he feels the Lobos
are headed for a good season.
trip
to
.compete
in
the
Ute
Classic,
By Ed Johnson
The Lobos swamped New
where they placed second. In the
On paper the UNM women's
State in a dual meet
Mexico
basketball -team is the best women's opening round they .surged to a 15
point lead, but had to hold off a preceding the holiday vacation and
basketball team ever at UNM.
Weber State rally to come ~ut on
Last year's top scorer, 6'4"
impressive
showings
underhave
theirtwo
belts.
The NMSU
and
top 68-64. Coach Marpe said, "In now
Carol Moreland, last year's top
AA.U
meets
have
given
the
Lobos
a
the last ten minutes we were really
rebounder, Beth Born (11.9 avg.),
chance
to
determine
their
strengths
tired." This motivated them to do
and last year's top assist leader
more
running during practices for and weaknesses and to build some
Margaret Gonzales · have a.JI
conditioning
purposes. Against confidence.
returned. Newcomers Cindy
Klatt says the men's team is
Utah
in
the
championship
game,
Fischer and Jean Rostermundt
especially
strong in the free style
the Lobos were "picked" apart, as
appear to have talent enough to
events
with
the exception of the
move into starting roles. Susan Utah ran what Coach Marpe exdistance
free
style. The women are
Schuster,
a
product
of plained simply as "a pick after pick
ready
with
some
outstanding relay
until they got someone open,"
Albuquerque's Eldorado High
School, has looked good in practice enabling the Utes to win their own teams which Klatt says "can
compete with anyone and qualify
tournament 79-52.
and should get good playing time
for nationals."
"We
went
up
there
knowing
along with Patty Howell and
New Mexico hosts an invitational
some
things,"
Coach
Marpe
said,
\ Debbie Davis.
AAU
meet Jan. 28-30 with local
"but our offense was still a
The Lobos were 8-5 last year
talent
as the main attraction. The
freelance."
1,': when they took 6th place out of 13
men
then
travel to Colorado
The Lobos open their home
teams. They suffered four of their
University
for
their next meet in
season Thursday·Jan. 20 in the Pit
1 five defeats to teams that placed
at 7:30 p.m. against Utah State February.
:. higher in the Intermountain
The women will also travel in
which was 10-3 last year and who
Conference.
February
to Brigham Young and
handed
UNM
its
worst
conference
The Lobos' biggest challenge in
the
University
of Arizona.
the preseason w~ their S~!_Lake_ loss last year, 73-53.

Fem Cagers Ready

.0
"The WAC this year is the "'<=
.,"'
toughest its ever been," Ellenberger '<
said. He said the Lobos are up for

'--<

Hawaiian
Swimming

, Photo by Phyllis Kushner

Perronal Architecture
Photography Fundamentals
Photography TechniqueS
Physical Fitness Program
Piano I
Planning For RcUrement
Plumbing and Electrical Repairs
Portuguese l
Problem SolvlngTech nlques
Real Estate For the Investor
Recorder, Beginning
Rus.~lan I
Santa Fe Opera 1977
Science Fiction
SCUBA Diving
Sex Echtcnlion in the Famllv
Shnke.~pcnrc's: Comic Ch!u~ctcrs
Snowshoeing
Solar Energy in the Home
Spanish l, Ilj III, 1V, V
Speed Readin~
Spring Runoff Trout f.'i~hing
The Story of Albuquerque
Supervisory Techniques
Swimmin~I, II
T'ai Chi Ch•uan
111frd Reichl Could It Happen Again
Tracing Your tt'amily Tree
Volkswn,o;cn Mainhmancc
Watcrcplor
WCa\'irlAS and Wallhanp;tnS!;s I, II
Welding
Western Ot'Cttltisrn
Wi!dOowcrs or New Mt'xico
Winter Trout Fi~hlng In N·M·
Women'~ Life-Women's Work
Woodworking
WdtlngFictlon
Writing For Publication
Writing Poetry
Yoga, Hath a I, 11

~

ENMU runs a fast break and
plays a zone defense but Ellenberger said Eastern could be patient
on offense and has a counle of
guards who penetrate well. -

Here For Hair.
His or Hers

And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

"~

0

The Lobos are 1-1 in Western
Athletic Conference action this
season and have a 11-6 record
overall.
Lobo center Jerome Shanks
becomes eligible tonight. Shanks
hasn't played basketball in two
years. UNM Coach Norm Ellenberger said he would have Shanks
"get in the middle of things and see
how they go."

Total El!perience.

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771

·"'z

By David Belling
The University of New Mexico
will ·play its last non-conference
basketball game of the season this
evening when it hosts Eastern New
Mexico University at University
Arena at 7:30p.m.

Colorado State won five of the Scott McClelland 15-2 at 134 to set
last six matches to break open a up Hines' match,
tight match and hand. New Mexico
Also picking up a win for New
its fourth straight wrestling loss, a Mexico was sophomore Sean
28-10 verdict, Monday night in O'Conner who defeated Pat
JohnsoGym.
Busteed 5-2 at. 177. That was the
Lobo Gary Hines, a,142-pound only bright spot in a bleak night for
sophomore, took a 14-2 superior the Lobo upper weight divisions as
decision over Bill Callaway to pull he was the only wrestler over 150
the team score to 10-7 but Steve pounds to take a victory.
Sean's younger brother Brian lost
Brester beat Bob Putz 12-0 at 150
and the Rams went on to win all but to Boudi Wood 6-1 at 158 and then
Jeff Peterson lost to Pete Grisafi 5one of the remaining matches.
Th ere was plenty of excitement in 3 at 167. After the elder O'Conner's
the early going as freshman victory, freshman Paul Marfiz was
Maurice Sanchez narrowly lost to major decisioned by Don Erickson
Art Aragon by a 6-4 count and 11-3 and sophomore heavyweight
Butch Escalante tied defending Tom Ryan lost to Scott Wagner 8Western Athletic Conference 4.
champ Rob Anderson by a 9-9
UNM is now 2-6 while CSU is 4-3
score at 126.
with losses to WAC foes Arizona
Lloyd Ford, a standout at· the and Arizona State.

aircut and Style
With
Student ID

"'"'
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In practice on Monday the Lobos
worked on conditioning and on
getting offensive movement.
Ellenberger said they practiced
against a zone but the Lobos do not
look very fancy against a zone.
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An Imaginative Way To Use Your Degree

only $3299
&Freight, Tax, License
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The $200 discount
"Smiling Sam" offers
you may not be real ...
The $81 discount we
offer you is real!
Test This For
Sound & Value!
Harmon-kardon 330C
Stereo Receiver
(20 Wlch 20-20K)

$220

B. I. C. 920 Auto-Belt
Turntable wlbase & cover
& Shure Hi-Track Cartridge

**Your Real
Saving Special

$137
$94
$94
$5

$550. 00

$469

*6 Months full trade-in allowance on your
speakers when you step up
• *with customized service in hook-up and
check-out

<'AHM

Because a Civic CVCC run~
fine on any grade of gasoline
you 9on't have to pay for
prem1um or unleaded gas.
You can use the lowest
priced gas.

J

Sign Up NOW
For Your
Interview

Total Value

· Save $4.00 on 1st Palr
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

l

Wondering What To Do
After Graduation?

~Two Advent
Smaller Speakers
"The Best Bass"
spe~ker cable

uPenny
Pincher"

-"'........
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every game now. He said the bench
is very important and that Dan
Davis has played wen coming off
the bench.
The Lobos will be gunning for
their tenth victory in a row over
ENMU tonight. Eastern has never
defeated the Lobos in nine previous
attempts.
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Special
Closeouts,
Demos,
Trade-Ins

shop
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1100 R1o Grande. NW all-40

Phone 765-1133

2120 Central S.E. 243-6954
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... Gilmore
Faces Death

00
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·Gilmore Death. Triggers Reactions
By D.M. Flynn
The execution of convicted mun;lerer Gary Gilmore has brought con1
flicting reactions from the public.
The most outspoken group against the Gilmore execution and the
question of capital punishment in general is the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU). Grace Williams, executive director of the ACLU, gave the
official position of the organization. "We think it was appalling," she
said. "The state should not be in the business of granting people's death
wishes."
Williams said that the ACLU is against the death penalty "because it
does not conform with due process." She said that, in the Gilmore case,
there "may have even been some defect in the trial and the law itself."
Associate Professor James P. Crow, chairman of the journalism department, commented on the extensive media coverage of the event. "A lot of
it was brought on by Gilmore himself," he said. The extensiveness of the
coverage was brought on by the fact that it was a national news event," he
said. "It departs from the norm, and it didn't get routine coverage."
·
ASUNM President Damon P. Tobias agrees with the stand taken by the
ACLU. The execution, he said, "will highly legitimize the death penalty,
especially in the state of Utah. Tobias also said that "there is the chance
that the execution was unconstitutional."

Tobias added, however, that it is "fortunate that part of the money for
Gilmore's book rights are going to the families of the slain vi\:tims of
Gilmore's murders. It was a nice·final gesture," Tobias said.
Dr. Melvin De Fleur, professor of sociology and acting co-chairman of
the sociology department, said that "most intellectual people are against
capital punishment." Their feelings, he said, "are based on a code of
ethics. On the other side of the question," said De Fleur, "does the system
of capital punishment effectively deter the kind of thing that Gilmore was
charged with?" He said that "there seems to be no relationship between
murder rates and capital punishment, that is, concrete hard evidence."
Whatever the reaction, De Fleur said that in the future "we
see
more. capital punishment unless some strange litigation occurs. •:
Fr<:derick Hart, Dean of the UNM Law School, said that he is opposed
to capital punishment. "There are some very complex questions involved," he said. As to any future repercussions caused by the Gilmore
execution, Hart said that he could not even make any speculations. "It all
will depend on the reactions on returning capital punishment" as a means
of deterrence to murder, he said.
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was announced, !\Sl<ing why opponents· of capital punishment
punishment wouldn't Jet him die as
he wished.
·
Prison officials cut off his
visiting privileges until they decided
to go ahead with the execution
"countdown" while the state
appealed,
Gilmore took a brief nap,. ate
breakfast and then waited for word
from the courts and Warden Sam
S)llith.
It came a few minutes before
sunrise.
He took his last ride in a prison
van to a cinderblock storage
building where he died.

by Garry Trudeau

A sp~cial booth will be set up at the
UNM Bookstore to issue the bus passes
on Jan. 17, 18 and 19 at 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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from Security
Federal Savings
SAVE WITH SECURITY

40 and Joan
41 Faucet
I Chair part
43 Levitate
6potatoes
44 African capital
II Soviet peninsula
45 Spanish painter
13 Plant parts
46 Kiddie
15 " - With My Aunt" 47 Hr. Bogarde, et al.
16 Annoy greatly
48 Outfit
18 Stirs up
49 Send forth
19 Buck
51 Show of recognition
21 Ballplayer Traynor 53 Shows anger
22 Footnote term
54 Dissolved substance
23 Arctic explorer
55 Force units
24 Russian river
56 College in Maine
25 Jail
26 lois lane's boss,
DOWN
- - White
27 Charlton Heston
1 Writers
role
.2 Type of candy
28 Farsighted female
3 Resided
30 Rush violently
4 Iowa college town
31 Tennis term
5 ---- Aviv
32 Crib~age need
6 Traffic circle
33 Long, abusive
7---- tower
speech
8 Ringlet
36 Actor ----Meredith 9 Hardwood
39 Playwright Clifford 10 Most profound
12 Slander

14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
29
30

Have a runny nose
Game-show prize
Work with hair
Head inventory
Pet Like Eric
Jabs
Damp and humid
Hake ecstatic
Ballplayer Pennock,
et al.
32 Advocates of
correct language
33 Rich cake
34 Expressions peculiar
to a language
35 relaxation
36 Part of a .pool table
37 mile
38 Military gestures
40 Compulsion
42 ---- organ
44 Championship
45 Social event
47 Repair
48 ---- monster
50 Negative reply
52 Mr. Petrie
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Setvlces
CHRISTM~S LAYAWAYS UNCLAIMED: Bro.nd
new Sansui Sherwood, Kenwood, Pioneer; turntables, cass~ttes, S-track recorders, Starting rrom
$89,00 with ull the goodies. 255-7535, 1/21
COLOR TV 25" screen, color & tint control,
Assume 5 pa~mf:nts of $10 or $:50 cash, no interest,
255-7534. 1121
·DUE TO DIVORCE; Brand new .1977 Kirby vacuum
cleaner, new guarantee. Assume payments of$7.47 a
month,·255-7535. 11.'2.1
FOR REPAIR BILL: Zigzag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take over payments Qf,$6.00 per month. 2557534. 1/21
74 VOLV0 1145, best conditio'n, 268~3818, 255-6775,
after 5:00 p.m. l/2A
1975 HONDA XL-250, low mlJeage, under warranty,
ex.ccl!ent condition. 265-0646, 1/24
B'EGINNING JEWELRY TOOLS, materials, books,
765-5985, after 5:30, 1124
for rent
FURNISHED 2 room apartment: stove, refrig. 7th &
Fruit SW. $105/mo. Call765-4454. 1/20
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT: Near UNM, laundry,
'grocery. Completely furnished,. $130.00/mo., 3455138 eves, 1/18
ROOMMATE WANTED: 400 I JthStreet NW, Apt,
6, $135.00. I/18
HOUSE, 2 I:IR, one semester,' $225.00. 255•

I
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SOUND
SAFE
CONVENIENT
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vAll Accounts Insured up to :54U,I.Juu

v Real Estate Escrows
v Across From UNM

Financial Advice.

Save

by
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Mail

at Glratd
2828 Central SE
268·3361
Central

there .. If you enroll in the fouryear Air Force ROTC program
you also qualify to compete for
a scholarship for the remaining
two or three years ns a cttdet.
Tuition is covered, fees are

paid. textbook costs reimbursed
... plus $100 a month, tax free.

Contact Dept. of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas
277-4602
dJirCJ.,rce<R.<0'C0!- ~atewavtoa~reatqoavolt'i!e

00

UNM Folksong Club spom;ors an open stage each
Wednesday nigh.t, 5 to 10 p.m. at the Bison-Tentative
Restaurant, 106-A Cornell SE. Call Tom Parrott for
information, 255·9736.

..

Levi's Denim
Big Bell
Jeans

l/24
WALK UNM-one bedroom duplex, $125.00,
furnished, 243·7532 or 265-0322. 1/18
ROOMMATE WANTED to share house Y1 blk.
from UNM. 111 Stanford SE. 1/19

Employment

100% Cotton Denim
Reg.$17

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME Sales interviewing, 10-30
flexible hours. Exceptional·income opportunities for
business men, women, community workers and
teachers. Degree not required. For interview ca\12%6612 between 6 PM - 9 PM. Marshall Field family
owned enterprise. (L-89). l/20

Or

Levi's
Saddle man
Boot Jeans

CLERK·lNTER VIEWER; Some travr.I & split shifts,
days & Pvenin8s. Looking for wnrm, caring person to
interview family planning patients, bi-lingual
preferred. Call Norma or Carol al265-5976 by 1/18,
5PM. EOEm/f. 1 1/18
ENTERTAINERS WANtED! All types (musicians,
magicians, mentalists, comics, etc.) at the Grinder
Factory, See Bob ror audition. You will be.
paid. 1/19

100% Cotton Denim
Reg. $14. 75"

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: The Marine
Corps has openings for Freshmen, Sophomores,
JUniors, and SCnlors interested in obtaining a
com~ission as a 2nd Lt. after graduation from
college. All training requirements are completed
during the summer and earnings will rangc'between
$703.3.5 and $1,172.25. Starting annual !alary as a
2nd Lt. will range from $10,552 to $13,180 depending
on marital status and prior military service, if any.
Aviation, ground, and Law options are available. Get
details from the Marine Officer Selection Team in the
Student Union Bldg, on Jan. 17 and 18, from 9 AM2 PM, orcall766-2816, 766·3387. 1/.18
A COURSE OF ACfiON ... Air Force ROTC. Ir
you've got two academic years remo.lnins In school
(graduate or undergraduate) look into our AFROTC
programs. It's one way of planning for a good future.
Gel all the details today by contacting tl1e UNM
Department of Aerospace Studies at 1901 Las Lomas,
telephone 277-4602. 1/21
INTERIOR PLANT CARETAKER needed. Albuq.
department store. Two hours/week, $50.00/month.
Call collect-Jerry Finster, (714) 642-8210. 1/19

Your Choice
99
only

$10.

Offer good thru
Sunda~Jan.20 1977
OPEN WEEKDAYS
9AMT09PM
SATURDAYUNTIL8
SUNDAYS12T05

Convenient At-The Door Parking

3636 Menual NE
One Block East of American Square

266-7703

DMihh

Call 247-4498 for details.

Stitch Co
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 min~mum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

t

As a woman Air Force ROTC
student, you compete for your
commission on the same
footing as the men in your
class, And later on you wear
the sume insigniu.
There arc two-year. three-year,
and four-year scholarship programs available to help you get

.

The UNM Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club will
be dancing weekly in Hokona Hall Cellar, Thursdays
at 7 p.m. Beginners lessons start Thursday, Jnti. 19.
No partners necessary.

036~.

For
Handmade Clothing
~~~~) and Crafts in a comfortable atmosphere
go to 2000 Central, S.E., across from UNM
Reasonable Prices ...... Custom Orders

l

-

ASUNM Senate will meet Wednesday, Jan., 19 at 7
p.m. in rm. 250 A·C, SUB: open meeting, students
invited.

lI
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FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS

The Albuquerque chapter of NOW has moved its
meeting place to 107 Girard NE. All people interested
arc hw[ted to attend the meetings which are held the
first and third Friday of each month.
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Carrying Such Lines As
o Sulphur-S
o Esirg
o StaSof Fro
o Ambi
Mon-Fri 10:30 · 7:30
Sat 11:00 · 7:00
5211/2 Central SE
242·3651

t

J
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. Hair Care &
Beauty Cosmetics

!

t/1Ji 'SPt/75; 711& SEClltJNaMJ1lJP
70 S17IK5 IN 711£ fJI?iJOiSS Or IJI-

security

Convenl.,.t Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am ta 5:00 pm
Friday

Introducing

The Fro Shop

§adua~ ~eqoearittq

Notary Public

BASIC PHOTOORAPI-lY' COURSE forming.
FOUND: MEN'S GLOVES In Journalism bldg.
Taught by art-oriented professional. No history, Claim in rm, 131, Marron Hall. l/21
REWARD FOR RETURN OF Texas Instruments
chemistry or esthetics-just solid shooting
tethniques, lenses, individual instruction and heavy
SR-!itA calculator. Lost during finals, just west of
practice in excellent darkroom, Absolute beginners to
campus. Call Dana at 281-5157. 1121
intermediate. Weekly lectures, critiques, fie!d trips.
LOST; LARGE MALE PUPPY, (8 mo.), black
Expensive but iniensive. Limited to ten very serious
docked tail. noppyears. 255~4982, Reward. 1/24
people, Call A-Photogmpher, 265-2444 for mutual
· services
~in~''cc'v~i•:;w':;.:=;;:2;:14:.,====-:c--;:;::=:=~;;- TYPING, 1st QUALITY, elite. 883-7787. 2/2
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
8736. tfn
SE, 265...0335. Color TV's. tape decks, stereo, amPHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
plifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10%
Custom black and white processing, printing. Finediscount for students with ID's. Quick service, Used
grain or push-processing of film, Contact sheets or TV's for sale. 2110
custom proofs. High quality enlargements,, mounLSAT~MCAT EXAMS, Prepare now, Call
ting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque. Advice if asked.
. 1 d
N M .
Profess1ona
E ucators o 1 ew CXIC0 1 1nc, 842 A-Photogra·pher, 265-2444. 1121
5200 , tfn
PASSPORT, IMMJGRATION,l.D, photos. Lowest
IMPORTED CAR OWNERS: Pride Motors offers
prices in town, Fast, pleasing, Call 265-2444 or come
,
d
complete, reliable service and repair of a!IJmportc
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
can. 529 Wyoming SE, Tues-Sat, 256-1763. 1/21
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'? You have friends
who care at birthright. 247·9819 1/31
·
TYPING M.A. ENGLISH, Selectric on campus, 2968564. 2/4
KAFKA AND CREATIVITY in English. M,W,F,
9:30·10:20. German 336, Comparative Lit. J/21
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST Call Ruth, 266-4770.
Manuscript, Business, Medical, Legal. 1121
AGORA is UNM's crisis center. We're here to listen.
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. l>.:me
Call us_.:.277-3013, or come by the NW corner or
Mesa Vista Hall, J/21
with skill and imagination. 898-5977, 2/11
_
STAR TREK CONVENTION: discount tickets
PAINTING:
RESIDENTIAL,
10-YEARS
available at SUB Box Orflce, 1/Zl
Experience. Call WcsOritt, 255-1890 after 5. 1/21
BAKERY CAFE REOPENING. Special this week
PARKING-I Yi blocks from SUB. $20/sem., 266only: free' cup of coffee/tea with meal, New menu for 3663. 214
this semester. 118 Yale SE. 1/21
·TUTORING AVAILABLE for minority students and
HANG GLIDING is growing, safe and fun. Lcnrn to men in Nursing for Bio 123; Bio 238; Bio 239; Chern
fly right11erc in Albuquerque with th.e Get Hy Flight 141: Cl1em 281: Math 102; Pharm 276; Nursing Path
School. 299-2679. 1/24
240. 277~2507. tfn
TONITE AT UNM Bookstore, shop lit 7:00& avoid
the crowds. 1/18
RUDOLFO ANAYA-Hearl of Aztlan-now at
UNM Bookstore. 1/21
67 DODGE POLARA NEEDS work, take best offer,
Cai1898-IB35 after 5 PM. 1/20
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
66
VW CREAMPUFF. 19,000 on new engine, 28,000
day for spring semester text returns Feb. 12. You
total; one owner, sunroof, snowtlrcs. $1395. Days,
must have sale receipt. You must have student ID,
766-7962; evenings, 266-1328. 1120
Books must be in condition as purchased, J/24
NEW SHIPMENT OF ljO Bertin bicycles-plus,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DAVE, from your little sister,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles, 843·
Barb. 1/18
9378. tfn
HAIR STYLJST YVONNE DOMINGUEZ would
.1964 VOLVO 1225: good condition, excellent
like to let her friends'and customers know she .has
transportation, $700.00. 898·0201, 268·1652, 1/21
relocated: ''Esquire Hair Designs,'' 1504C Wyoming
I UTILITY TRAILER & I camping trailer, Best
Blvd. NE, 298-4811.,. I/24
offer, after6 PM, 242-2211. 1/24
ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships available. Cnll Gene Henderson
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
in Albuquerque, (50S) 766-2335 collect; or write:
SE, 265·0335. Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
Navy MediCal PIOgrams Officer, PO Box 8667,
lOOJu discount for students with ID's. Used TV's for
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108. 2/18
sale. 2/10
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION to College of
SMITH CORONA GALAXlE DELUXE portable
Nursing for Fall Semester is February 1. Pick up
typewriter, hard case, power space, 84 character,
applications at Student Affairs Office, room 154, in
jeweled main bearing. $40.00,293-4389. 1121
the College of Nursing, 277-4224. J/24
68 VW CAMPER wilh all equipment. Call 842-1326
UNM WAGON WHEELS Square Dance Club: 7:00
after 5. 1/21
p.m. Thurs., Hokona Cellar. Beginners
67 CHEVY CHEVELLE. Runs good, automatic,
welcome. 1/19
Makeoffer,256-7285. 1/21
RALEIGH tO-SPEED girls: bicycle. Excellent condition. $80.00,256-7285. J/ZI
1968 FORD: for sale. Needs fender, bumper & hood.
Has good motor, tires & transmission. Any
reasonable offer, 255~7534. 1/21

Fot Sale

Wree bus. schedules will be available.l

WELCOME BACK
TO SCHOOL

Lost &. Found

Petsono.ls

DOONESBURY

ACROSS

EUROPE/WORLDWIDE academic discounts year
round, S.A.T,A. 4228 ~irst, Tucker, GA. 30084.

·Rates: IS c~rnts per word per day, one dollar minimum. Advertisements run five or more consecutive days with no changes,
nine cents per word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Classified advertisements must be paid In advance.
ma11on Hall Room 131 or by mall to : Classified Advertising, IJNm
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.

University Bus Passes
$28/Semester or $8/Month

Call 766-7830 for additional
information.

CIQssifieds

(800) 241·9082. 2/8

(Conlinued from pa,ge I)

Ride a Luxurious New Sun-Tran.Bus
to Campus Because ...
We like going places with you!

MINORITY PROGRAM IN NURSINO needs tutors
for: Bio 123; Bio 238; Bio 239; Chern 141; Chern 281:
Math 102; Pnann 276i Nursing Path 240, 277..
2507. 1/24
RIOE NEEDED DAILY Santa Fe to Alb. and back,
Will pay$$$, Ca112SS-6614, .. I/24 ....
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Varsity
Barber Shop
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;; Central & Richmond.::
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Haircuts $3.00
Styling $7.00
266-4111
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Want·Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous. ·

Marron Hall, Room 132

Mail To
U NM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Armand Dominian
~Hours • Tuesday thru
§
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30
;;
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Job Recruiters Shop for Grads
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[EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
....,~ third in an eight-part series on job
interviews.
0 " hunting and job
.0
Today's
segment
deals
with the
0
...l campus recruiter and UNM is not
..!:> ignored by these meticulous men
'@ and women of the business world.]
Q
.:

ByKirbyW. Stanat
With
Patrick Reardon
.R
The college placement center is
v
:E like an auto showroom where
:::v recruiters are constantly shopping
z for sporty new models.
The recruiters want to talk to •
N
students,
and they have jobs for
v
entry-level persons. And 300 are terviews, you have to know where
~ them, jobs they must fill. If you're interested in working for that that recruiter is coming from. The
0... in your last year of college and if
you want a job after you graduate, company. That gets to the heart of simple answer is that he is coming
the placement center is a must for your problem. And the recruiter's from corporate headquarters.
problem. How are you going to
you. It's your best shot.
That may sound obvious, but it is
The typical recruiter on the convince the recruiter that you're
college circuit may interview from what he needs? What does he have a significant point that too many
70 to 100 persons for four or five going for him to help him decide students do not consider. The
jobs. Why is he doing that at all? which 10 of the 300 students are the recruiter is not a free spirit as he
flies from Berkeley to New Haven,
Why is his company spending right 10?
What the campus recruiter has to from Chapel Hill to Boulder. He's
money to send him around to talk
to a bunch of green college seniors? work with is some data and his own on an invisible leash to the office,
intuition. That is not much. And and if he is worth his salary, he is
that is what college recruiters feel is 1,11entally in corporat~ headquarters
the dark side of the job-that they all the time he's on th.e road.
have to make professionally binding decisions on evidence that is
If you can fix that in your
dangerously thin.
mind-that when you walk into
-Look at the information they that bare-walled eight-by-ten
have to go on. Almost every student cubicle in the placement center you
the recruiter talks to is going to get are walking into a branch office of
Bendix or General
a degree. The degree, therefore, is a Sears,
Motors-you
can avoid a lot of
common denominator, and any
little mistakes and maybe some big
statistician knows that a common
denominator is no good as a ones.
selector.
If, for example, you assume that
The most obvious variable because the interview is on campus
statistic for a college student is the recruiter expects you to look
grade point average. Some em- and act like a student, you're in for
ployers consider grade point a good a shock. A student is somebody
indicator of ability to do weir on a who drinks beer, wears blue jeans
job, but others consider it and throws a Frisbee. No recruiter
has jobs for student Frisbee
meaningless.
whizzes.
There are other hard facts, such
as age, marital status, ex- · A cool spring day in late March.
tracurricular activities, summer and Sam Davis, a good recruiter who
part-time work, but the differences has been on the college circuit for
among candidates in those areas are years, is on ·my campus talking to
usually insignificant. The result is · candidates. He comes out to the
that the recruiter is going to waiting area to meet the student
recommend the candidate he likes who signed up for an 11 o'clock
best, the one who impressed him interview. I'm standing in the
No mystery-to save money. most in the interview, based on all doorway of my office taking in the
College seniors become "entry level the minor details of appearance, scene.
personnel," and applicants come manners, general bearing, speech
cheap. They're a real bargain for and awareness of the work. It's that
Sam calls the candidate: "Sidney
the employer.
r;tudent,
•• There sits Sidney. fie's
simple: the one he likes best.
So companies need you. Or,
at a 45 degree angle, his feet are in
rather, a. company needs perhaps 10 To succeed in campus job in- the aisle, and he's almost lying
0

u

.,

•'

down. He's wearing well-polished
brown shoes, a tasteful pair of
brown pants, a light brown shirt,
and a good looking tie. Unfortunately, he tops 'off this wellcoordinated outfit with his Joe's
Tavern Class A Softball Championship jacket, which has a big
woven emblem over the heart.
If that isn't bad enough, in his
left hand is a cigarette and in his
right hand is a half-eaten apple.

The situation deteriorates even
further-into pure Laurel and
·Hardy. The kid is stuck with the
half-eaten apple, doesn't know
what to do with it, and obviously is
suffering some discomfort. He
carries the apple into the interviewing room with him and
places it' in the ashtray on the
desk-right on top ofSam'sfreshly
lit cif!,arette.
The interview
minutes....

lasts

five

When Sam calls his name, the kid
is caught off guard. He ditches the
Tomorrow, a closer look at the
cigarette in an ashtray, struggles to
recruiter
after he tosses "Sid" out
his feet, and transfers the apple of his office.
from the right to the left hand.
Apple juice is everywhere, so Sidwipes his hand on the seat of his
pants and shakes hands with Sam.
Sam, who by now is close to
having a stroke, gives me that whatdo-l-have-here look and has the
young man follow him into the
interviewinf{ room.
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Grand Opening Tonight!
TheAll New

FRIARS PUB
featuring:

The Frank Larabee Group
Relax in our Informal Atmosphere
Complimentary Champagne Cocktail
·
and Other Goodies
·
6825 Lomas 266-6605
Just West of Louisiana--Just North of the Fairgrounds

b

Move into the College Inn
This Week
~.

•
•
•
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It's not for just anyone. But if you care about youf looks, we
think you'llllnd it's just tor you. The S55 Haircut. Created by
}lm Markham for the top Hollywood Celebrities whose hair he
cuts. And now It's available to you. Right here. For a whole lot
less than $55. Along with the products designed to enable your
hair to perform Its natural best. Call for an appointment now.

•
•

Apartment rates have gone up ...
Our rates are the same as last year
Double room for $735 per semester with food aud maid service
Improved security
Good food and lots of it* *unlimited seconds
T'vo blocks from campus--no p~rking hassles-no commuting expenses
Maid service and linens provided
Heated pool, game room, social activities, carpeted, air condi·
tioned, TV lounges
.

The $55 Haircut Is avaU•blc for a wlrole lot less at:

Unisex Hair Design Centre

"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"
Exclusively b)l appomtment
(Between Wyoming

and LOIJislana)

7804 Central SE

The College Inn

•

